
Agent dialogues with oniting preferenesLeila Amgoud1 and Simon Parsons21 IRIT-UPS, 118 route de Narbonne 31062Toulouse Cedex, Frane.amgoud�irit.fr2 Department of Computer Siene, University of LiverpoolLiverpool L69 7ZF, United Kingdom.s.d.parsons�s.liv.a.ukAbstrat. An inreasing number of software appliations are being on-eived, designed, and implemented using the notion of autonomous agents.These agents need to ommuniate in order to resolve di�erenes of opin-ion and onits of interests, some of whih result from di�erenes inpreferenes. Hene the agents need the ability to engage in dialoguesthat an handle these ommuniations while taking the di�erenes inpreferenes into aount. In this paper we present a general frameworkof dialogue where several agents an ful�ll the above goals.1 IntrodutionAn inreasing number of software appliations are being oneived, designed,and implemented using the notion of autonomous agents. These appliationsvary from email �ltering, through eletroni ommere, to large industrial appli-ations. In all of these disparate ases, however, the notion of autonomy is usedto denote the fat that the software has the ability to deide for itself whih goalsit should adopt and how these goals should be ahieved. In most agent applia-tions, the autonomous omponents need to interat. They need to ommuniatein order to resolve di�erenes of opinion and onits of interest, work togetherto resolve dilemmas or �nd proofs, or simply to inform eah other of pertinentfats. Often these needs require agents to engage in dialogues.As a result of this requirement, there has been muh work1 on providingagents with the ability to hold dialogues. Typially these fous on one type ofdialogue, either negotiation [14, 18, 19℄, where agents try to reah agreement onthe division of some set of sare resoures, or persuasion [5, 7, 10, 12, 16, 20℄,where one agent is trying to hange the opinion of another. In previous work [2,3℄ we have presented a set of illoutions whih an apture a number of di�erenttypes of dialogue, An important limitation of muh of this existing work is thefat that it either doesn't take into aount the preferenes of the agents (eg [10,12, 16℄), or, as in [2, 3℄, it assumes all agents have the same preferenes. Another1 This is meant to be representative rather than an exhaustive survey. In partiular, itomits the literature on natural language dialogues beause we are interested in themuh more restrited task of handling simple dialogues between software agents.



2 Leila Amgoud and Simon Parsonslimitation is that while the way that the argumentation is handled is onsideredin great detail, muh less attention is often paid to the way that arguments �tinto dialogues, the way that these dialogues are onstruted, and the overallontext in whih the dialogue takes plae.In this paper, we take some steps towards takling these limitations. Firstly,we extend the argumentation system of [2, 3℄ to give the agents the ability to en-gage in dialogues while taking di�erent sets of preferenes into aount. Seondlywe show how this extended system �ts into the wider ontext of agent dialoguesby presenting a general framework whih aptures many of the essential featuresof suh dialogues, and provide an instantiation of this framework whih bringstogether elements of our previous work on this subjet.2 Arguing with oniting preferenesArgumentation is an approah to handle reasoning about inonsistent informa-tion, based on the justi�ation of plausible onlusions by arguments. Broadlyspeaking, any onlusion is initially entertained so long as an argument an beonstruted in favour of it. This results in a set of arguments whih, in general,onit beause they disagree about the truth of ertain propositions. From thisset some subset of onlusions are identi�ed as aeptable, based on the rela-tionships between the oniting arguments.In previous work [2, 3℄, we have desribed in detail a partiular formal systemfor argumentation and shown how it an be used to underpin dialogues betweenagents under the assumption that all agents have the same set of preferenes.Here we extend this system to take aount of di�erent sets of preferenes,adopting the approah we suggested in [4℄. We take the di�erent preferenesto be expressed as di�erent preorderings over a set of propositions representingbeliefs, and onsider that di�erent preferenes arise beause the propositions areonsidered from the viewpoint of di�erent ontexts. Thus the di�erent prefereneorderings an be onsidered as ontextual preferenes, and these an hange asagents update their knowledge.We start with a single agent whih has a possibly inonsistent knowledge base� with no dedutive losure. We assume � ontains formulae of a propositionallanguage R. ` stands for lassial inferene and � for logial equivalene. Theagent's beliefs are ontext-spei�, and we denote this set of ontexts by C =f1, : : :, ng. We assume that there is an order over these ontexts, =, so thatfor 1, 2 2 C, 1 = 2 means that any proposition in ontext 1 is preferredover any proposition in ontext 2. In addition to the ordering over ontexts,there is also a set of preorderings �i ; : : : ;�n whih give the preferene overpropositions within every ontext, �i giving the preferenes in ontext i . Wehave:De�nition 1. An argument is a pair A = (H ; h) where h is a formula of R andH a subset of � suh that:1. H is onsistent;



Agent dialogues with oniting preferenes 32. H ` h; and3. H is minimal, so no subset of H satisfying both 1. and 2. exists.H is alled the support of A, written H = Support(A), and h is the onlusionof A, written h = Conlusion(A).Sine � is inonsistent, A(�), the set of all arguments whih an be made from�, will ontain arguments whih underut eah other:De�nition 2. Let A1 and A2 be two arguments of A(�). A1 underuts A2 i�9h 2 Support(A2) suh that h � :Conlusion(A1).In other words, an argument is underut i� there exists an argument for thenegation of an element of its support.Eah preordering on the set � an be used to de�ne a preordering on theset of arguments A(�). We an thus de�ne a preferene relation Prefi over aontext i based on the appropriate preordering �i . In [1℄ several preferenerelations between arguments were proposed. Some of these assume that eah�i is a partial preordering and others take it to be a total ordering. In thispaper we adopt a preferene relation whih takes �i to be a total preordering.This is equivalent to onsidering the knowledge base to be strati�ed into non-overlapping sets �1; : : : ; �n suh that fats in �i are all equally preferred andare more preferred than those in �j where j > i . The preferene level of anonempty subset H of �, level(H ), is the number of the highest numbered layerwhih has a member in H .De�nition 3. Let A1 and A2 be two arguments in A(�). A1 is preferred to A2aording to Prefi i� level(Support(A1)) � level(Support(A2)).We denote by Pref1, : : :, Prefn the di�erent preferene relations between argu-ments indued respetively from the preorderings �1, : : :, �n . Note that sinethe preorderings on � may be oniting, the preorderings on A(�) also may beoniting, so that for two arguments A1 and A2, A1 may be preferred to A2 ina ontext i and A2 may be preferred to A1 in a ontext j suh that i 6= j . Wean now formally de�ne the argumentation system we will use. We will denotesuh a system by CPAS:De�nition 4. An argumentation system based on ontextual preferenes is atuple hA(�), Underut , C, =, �1, : : :, �ni suh that:{ A(�) is the set of arguments built from �;{ Underut is a binary relation identifying whih arguments underut whihother arguments, Underut � A(�) � A(�);{ C is a set of ontexts f1; : : : ; ng;{ = is a (total or partial) preordering on C � C; and{ �i is a (partial or total) preordering on � � � in the ontext i .



4 Leila Amgoud and Simon ParsonsThe preferene orderings Pref1, : : :, Prefn make it possible to distinguish dif-ferent types of relations between arguments based on the way in whih a setof arguments mutually underut one another. Broadly speaking, an argumentdefends itself if it is stronger (in the sense of being based in a preferred on-text) than those arguments whih seek to underut it, and a set of argumentsan defend a lone argument by underutting all those arguments whih the loneargument annot defend itself against:De�nition 5. Let A1, A2 be two arguments of A(�).{ If A2 underuts A1 then A1 defends itself against A2 i�:1. 9i 2 C suh that A1 Prefi A2 and2. 8j suh that A2 Prefj A1 then i = j .Otherwise, A1 does not defend itself.{ A set of arguments S defends A i� 8B suh that B underuts A and A doesnot defend itself against B then 9C 2 S suh that C underuts B and Bdoes not defend itself against C .Heneforth, CUnderut;= will refer to all non-underut arguments and argumentsdefending themselves against all their underutting arguments. In [4℄, it wasshown that the set S of aeptable arguments of the argumentation systemhA(�), Underut , C, =, �1, : : :, �n i is the least �x-point of a funtion F :S � A(�)F(S) = fA 2 A(�)jA is defended by Sgwhih then leads us to be able to de�ne those arguments whih are aeptablein the sense of either defending themselves or being defended:De�nition 6. The set of aeptable arguments for an argumentation systemhA(�), Underut , C, =, �1, : : :, �n i is:S =[Fi�0(;) = CUnderut ;= [ h[Fi�1(CUnderut ;=)iAn argument is aeptable if it is a member of the aeptable set.In pratie we don't need to alulate all the aeptable arguments from � inorder to know whether or not a given argument is aeptable [2℄.We an use this argumentation system to straightforwardly extend our pre-vious work on argumentation-based dialogues [2, 3℄ to deal with agents that havedi�erent preferenes.3 A dialogue systemIn this setion we show how the system of argumentation introdued above maybe used in inter-agent dialogues. We start from an abstrat notion of a dialoguesystem whih aptures the basi elements required for suh dialogues.



Agent dialogues with oniting preferenes 53.1 A general frameworkOne basi element in a dialogue system is the set of agents involved in a dialogue.Dialogues are often onsidered to take plae between two agents, but here wedeal with dialogues between arbitrary numbers of agents. Eah agent has a name,a role in the dialogue and a knowledge base. The knowledge-base may ontaininformation about other agents and we assume it is equipped with a (partial ortotal) preordering representing the preferenes of the agent. The knowledge-baseis written in some logi, and di�erent agents an use di�erent logis.Following Hamblin [9℄ and Makenzie [10℄, we suppose that the dialogue takesplae using ommitment stores that hold all the statements to whih an agenthas ommitted during the dialogue (broadly speaking all the propositions it hasagreed are true). The di�erent ommitment stores are empty at the beginningof a dialogue and the rules for arrying out dialogues de�ne how the ommit-ment stores are updated. Thus the union of all the ommitment stores an beviewed as the state of the dialogue at a partiular time. Furthermore, the om-mitment stores provide additional knowledge, over and above that in an agent'sknowledge-base, whih an agent an use as the basis for its utteranes.We bring these ideas together in the notion of a dialogial agent:De�nition 7. A dialogial agent is a tuple hAi ;RoleAi ;LAi ; �Ai ;�Ai ;CSAi iwhere:{ Ai is the name of the agent;{ RoleAi denotes the role of agent Ai ;{ LAi denotes the logi used by agent Ai ;{ �Ai is the knowledge base available to the agent Ai ;{ �Ai represents the preferene order over �Ai ; and{ CSAi stands for the ommitment store of agent Ai .We denote a single dialogial agent by Ai and de�ne a set of dialogial agentsas A = SifAig.The role of an agent may a�et the kind of logi used by that agent. In dia-logues where a judge determines the outome, some agents may use lassiallogi whereas the judge requires a more sophistiated non-lassial logi in or-der to handle the ontraditory arguments presented. In some appliations, thestrength of arguments are determined by roles. As disussed in [17℄, the hierar-hy of a ompany may be reeted in the weight aorded to arguments madeby agents playing ertain roles. Hene, the set of agents may be equipped witha (partial or total) preordering � to apture these di�erenes in the strength ofargument that an agent derives from its role.Now, a dialogue may be viewed as a sequene of speeh ats made by agents:De�nition 8.A move in a dialogue is a tuple: M = hS ;H ;Ati. S is the agent providing theat, written S = Speaker(M ). H is the agent or set of agents to whom theat is addressed, written H = Hearer(M ). When the at is addressed to allthe agents, we denote A
 . At = At(M ) is the at itself.



6 Leila Amgoud and Simon ParsonsA dialogue is a non-empty sequene of moves M1, : : :, Mp suh that:{ Speaker(Mj ) 6= Hearer(Mj ){ CSAi (0) = ;, 8i = 1; : : :n. Note that CSAi (0) is the ommitment storeof agent Ai at step 0.{ For any two moves Mj , Mk , if j 6= k then At(Mj ) 6= At(Mk ){ For any j < p: Speaker(Mj ) 6= Speaker(Mj+1).The �rst ondition prevents an agent from addressing a move to itself. Theseond says that ommitment stores are empty at the beginning of the dialogue.The third prevents an agent from repeating an at already provided by anotheragent or by the agent itself (in other words, for example, it prevents the an agentrepeatedly asking the same question). This guarantees non irular dialogues.The last ondition prevents an agent from providing several moves at the sametime and guarantees that there are no monologues.Note the formal distintion between dialogue moves and dialogue ats. Anat is a loution (assert(p), hallenge(q) and so on), and makes up part of amove along with the agent generating the at and the agent reeiving the at.When there is no hane of onfusing the terms (or, as in most situations, it ispossible to orretly use either), we will use \at" and \move" interhangeablyand we frequently use M to denote a set of ats.Agents are not free to make any move at any time|their moves are governedby a protool, a set of rules governing the high-level behavior of interatingagents. A given protool spei�es the kinds of moves or ats the agents anmake (assertions, requests, and so on) at any point in the dialogue.De�nition 9. A dialogue protool is de�ned as a funtion � : M 7! 2M, whereM is a set of dialogue ats.A dialogue protool spei�es the rules for interations between agents and thedi�erent replies that are possible after a given move. In general there will beseveral suh moves possible, and the exat way that an agent responds is theresult of the agent's strategy. We an therefore think of a given strategy for anagent as being a funtion from the set of moves identi�ed by the protool to asingle move whih is then uttered by an agent:De�nition 10. A dialogue strategy is de�ned as a funtion S : 2M 7! M, whereM is a set of dialogue ats, suh that for T � M, S(T ) 2 T .Given these de�nitions, we an de�ne a dialogue system. Suh a system willonsist of a set of dialogial agents with an ordering over them, a protool (whihinludes a set of speeh ats), a set of strategies (one strategy for eah agent),and a dialogue (whih an be thought of as a tape reording of everything thathas been said in the dialogue). Formally:De�nition 11. A dialogue system is a tuple hA;�;M; �; S;Di where A is a setof dialogial agents, � is a preordering over the elements of A, M is a set of ats,� is a dialogue protool, S is a set of strategies, and D is a dialogue.In the rest of this setion we will illustrate the idea of a dialogue system byinstantiating eah of these elements with a spei� example.



Agent dialogues with oniting preferenes 73.2 The set of agentsWe onsider a set of agents A = fA1, : : :, Ang, n � 2, where Ai is the name ofthe ith agent. For now we make no expliit use of the agent roles, noting onlythat, as in [17℄, roles an play a part in the formation of the preferene order� over the agents. Note that we only onsider dialogues between at least twoagents. As in [14℄, we assume that eah agent has a set of beliefs, B , a set ofdesires, D , and a set of intentions, I . However, for the moment we deal withpropositional knowledge and take eah agent to use only lassial propositionallogi, modelling beliefs, desires and intentions by partitioning the knowledgebase of eah agent appropriately. In partiular, we take the basi knowledge baseof an agent Ai to be: �BAi = BAi [ DAi [ IAiand assume that we know that a partiular proposition p is, for example, one ofAi 's intentions beause it resides in IAi , not beause it is expliitly denoted assuh. We work under this restrition for notational simpliity, bearing in mindthat the problem of how to deal with �rst-order argumentation in whih beliefs,desires and intentions are expliitly denoted is onsidered in depth in [14℄.In addition, the propositional language an usefully be extended to representthe type of information exhanged between agents in negotiation. As disussedin [17℄, negotiations often involve trade-o�s with one agent aepting a requestfrom a seond agent provided that the seond aepts its request. For example:\If you let me use your laptop, I'll let use my printer". To make it easier torepresent this kind of information a new onnetive ) was introdued in [3℄.Thus we have a new language L whih ontains propositional formulae andformulae p ) q suh that p and q are propositional formulae. Note that for thisinstantiation of our general framework, all agents are assumed to have the samelogi. As real multi-agent systems employ di�erent logis, in [11℄ a formalismallowing reasoning with di�erent rules of inferene has been de�ned.As desribed above, eah agent Ai uses a ommitment store CSAi in orderto keep trak of its dialogue ommitments. At the beginning of the dialoguethe di�erent ommitment stores are empty, and agents are assumed to have freeaess to any information stored in them. Sine agents have to exhange twokinds of information|knowledge and preferenes|the ommitment stores willhave two parts. The �rst part, denoted by CS :PrefAi , will ontain preferenes,and the seond part, denoted by CS :KbAi , will ontain knowledge:CSAi = CS :PrefAi [ CS :KbAiAgent Ai knows everything in the ommitment stores of all the agents in thedialogue, [nj=1CS :KbAj , and also has some information about the beliefs of eahagent, [j 6=i�B 0Aj with �B 0Aj � �BAj . Thus the overall knowledge available to Ai is:�Ai = �BAi [ [[j 6=i�B 0Aj ℄ [ [[nj=1CS :KbAj ℄Eah agent also has preferenes over its knowledge base, and so is equipped witha (total or partial) preordering on �BAi , denoted by �BAi . These preferenes aregiven as pairs (a; b) whih denotes a is preferred to b.



8 Leila Amgoud and Simon ParsonsAi also knows some of the preferenes of other agents Aj . These preferenes,a subset of those in�BAj , will be denoted by�B 0Aj . Ai also knows the preferenesthat the other agents have stated, and are thus in ommitment stores. Hene itknows �j=1;n CS :PrefAj . So the overall set of preferenes that Ai knows aboutare: �Ai= �BAi [[[j 6=i �B 0Aj ℄ [ [[j=1;nCS :PrefAj ℄Eah agent is equipped with an argumentation framework of the kind disussedabove as its inferene mehanism2. Using �Ai , Ai an build arguments onern-ing beliefs, desires and intentions as disussed above. We adopt the system fromSetion 2 treating agents as ontexts, so the set of ontexts C is replaed bythe set of agents A and the preordering = on the ontexts replaed by the pre-ordering � on the set of agents. Thus eah agent Ai will use the argumentationsystem:hA(�Ai );Underut ;A;�; (�B 0A1 [CS :PrefA1 ); : : : ; (�B 0An [CS :PrefAn )iThe argumentation frameworks are used to help the agents to maintain theoherene of their beliefs, and ensure that they only assert justi�ed arguments.In this sense the argumentation systems help to operationalize the rationality ofthe agents, and, as in [2℄, this in turn ensures that if dialogues end, they end withagents agreeing on arguments whih are aeptable to all agents in the dialogue.3.3 Dialogue ats and protoolA set of dialogue ats and a protool together these de�ne the full set of legalmoves available to an agent at any given time, and the mapping from one movein dialogue to the set of possible next moves. In this paper we ombine these,as in [3℄, by giving eah at an assoiated set of rules for using it|updaterules, dialogue rules and rationality rules. The update rules simply say how theommitment stores of all the agents are updated as a result of the at. Therationality rules and the dialogue rules are more omplex. The rationality rulesare preonditions for an at, for instane saying that the at an only be madeif the agent an build a ertain argument. The dialogue rules de�ne the atswhih an be used to respond to a given at. Thus the rationality and dialoguerules together identify the set of possible next moves, and hene make up aprotool. Given a partiular move, the dialogue rules for that move identify aset of possible replies and the rationality rules for these possible replies thenidentify whih an be legally used.In the following desriptions, we suppose that agent Ai addresses an at tothe other agents. The CPAS is therefore:hA(�Ai );Underut ;A;�; (�B 0A1 [CS :PrefA1 ); : : : ; (�B 0An [CS :PrefAn )i:2 We view the meta-level inferene provided by the argumentation system, along withthe underlying propositional logi to be the LAi of an agent.



Agent dialogues with oniting preferenes 9Basi dialogue atsassert(p) where p is any formula in L. This allows the exhange of information,suh as \the weather is beautiful" or \It is my intention to hang a piture".rationality The agent uses the CPAS to hek if there is an aeptableargument A suh that p = Conlusion(A).dialogue The other agents an respond with:1. aept(p),2. assert(:p),3. hallenge(p).update CS :KbAi (t) = CS :KbAi (t � 1) [ fpg andCS :KbAj (t) = CS :KbAj (t � 1), 8j 6= i .This assertion is added to the CS of the agent making the assertion. Note thatan agent Aj an only make a response if the rationality rule for that responseis satis�ed. Thus it an only respond to assert(p) with assert(:p) if it hasan aeptable argument for :p. assert(S ) where S is a set of formulae in Lrepresenting the support of an argument, is handled in a similar manner [3℄.An agent is also allowed to present its preferenes, requiring a new loutionin addition to those in [3℄:prefer((a1; b1); : : : ; (an ; bn)) where ai , bi are formulae in L.rationality There is no rationality ondition.dialogue The other agents an play:1. prefer((a 01 ; b01); : : : ; (a 0j ; b0j )),2. assert(S ),3. question(q),4. request(q), where q = bi ,5. promise(x ) ai ).update CS :PrefAi (t) = CS :PrefAi (t � 1) [ f(a1; b1), : : :, (aj ; bj )g andCS :PrefAj (t) = CS :PrefAj (t � 1), 8j 6= i .Informally, this means that the responding agent an present its preferenes, givean argument, ask a question, request something not preferred by the originalagent, or simply promise something preferred by the other agent in exhange foranother element. The next two moves allow an agent to ask questions.hallenge(p) where p is a formula in L.rationality There is no rationality ondition.dialogue The other agents an only assert(S ) where S is the supportof the argument (S ; p), or S is the support of the argument (S ; h)suh that p belongs to S and h is one of Ai 's intentions.update CS :KbAi (t) = CS :KbAi (t � 1) andCS :KbAj (t) = CS :KbAj (t � 1);8j 6= i .question(p) [3℄ allows Ai to ask if p is the ase. The other agents an answereither aÆrmatively (if they an show it to be the ase) or negatively, if they anshow it is not the ase, or by asking another question, or by making a request.



10 Leila Amgoud and Simon ParsonsNegotiation atsThe following ats are negotiation spei�|while not stritly neessary for ne-gotiation, they make it easier to apture some of the statements we wish ouragents to make.request(p) where p is any formula in L.rationality Ai uses the CPAS to identify a p in some �B 0Aj suh that p 2H and (H ; h) is an aeptable argument for one of Ai 's intentions.dialogue The agent Aj an:1. aept(p),2. refuse(p),3. hallenge(p),4. promise(q ) p).update CS :KbAi (t) = CS :KbAi (t � 1) andCS :KbAj (t) = CS :KbAj (t � 1) [ fpg.A request is stored in the CS of the reeiving agent beause, if aepted, itbeomes a ommitment on that agent. A request loution is invoked when anagent annot, or prefers not to, ahieve its intentions alone. The propositionrequested di�ers from an asserted proposition in that it annot be proved trueor false|the deision on whether to aept it or not hinges upon the relation ithas to other agents' intentions (see below).promise(p ) q) where p and q are formulae in L.rationality Ai uses the CPAS to identify a p in some �B 0Aj suh that p 2H and (H ; h) is an aeptable argument for one of Ai 's intentions,and to hek that there is no aeptable argument (H 0; h 0) for oneof its intentions h 0 suh that q 2 H 0.dialogue The agent Aj an:1. aept(p ) q),2. refuse(p ) q),3. promise(s ) p),4. hallenge(p),5. prefer((x ; q)).update CS :KbAi (t) = CS :KbAi (t � 1) [ fqg andCS :KbAj (t) = CS :KbAj (t � 1) [ fpg.Broadly speaking, an agent will make a promise when it needs to request some-thing, p, from another, and has something it does not need (beause the thing isnot needed to ahieve any intentions), q , whih it an o�er in return. In replyingto a promise, an agent an aept, refuse, question why the requested thing isrequired, or suggest an alternative trade (Aj replying with s ) p is equivalentto Ai retrating its initial promise and replaing it with p ) s).



Agent dialogues with oniting preferenes 11Responding atsThe following are ats whih are made in response to requests and assertions.aept(p) where p is a formula in L. After an assertion or request, an agent anrespond with an expliit aeptane.rationality In response to an assertion, Ai uses its CPAS to hek ifthere is an aeptable argument for p. If so, the move an be played.In response to a request, Ai has to hek that there is no aeptableargument (H ; h) for one of its intentions h, suh that p 2 H . In otherwords, it is only possible to aept a request if it doesn't invalidatethe supporting argument for one of its intentions3.dialogue The other agents an make any move exept refuse.update CS :KbAi (t) = CS :KbAi (t � 1) [ fpg andCS :KbAj (t) = CS :KbAj (t � 1);8j 6= i .Note that in ase of a response to a request, p is already in the ommitment storeof the agent. An agent an also aept a set of formulae S , aept(S ), dealingwith eah member s of S as for aept(s). An agent an also aept a promise,using aept(p ) q) [3℄.refuse(p) where p is any formula in L.rationality Ai uses the CPAS to hek if there is an aeptable argu-ment (H ; h) for one of its intentions h suh that p 2 H .dialogue The other agents an make any move exept refuse.update CS :KbAi (t) = CS :KbAi (t � 1)nfpg andCS :KbAj (t) = CS :KbAj (t � 1);8j 6= i .Thus Ai will refuse requests whih are neessary to ahieve its intentions. Thereis also a refuse for promises [3℄ whih reverses the e�et of the previous loutionon the ommitment stores. As disussed in [2, 3℄, these ats are suÆient toapture many types of dialogue, making the system more general than otherswhih onentrate on just persuasion or negotiation. In addition, the ats loselyrelate the moves to the argumentation performed by an agent and hene, throughthe rationality onditions, to the information it has available to it.This omplete set of dialogue ats we denote M0p after those developed in[2, 3℄, both of whih are subsets of M0p . MDC from [2℄ ontains assert , aept ,hallenge and question, and M0 from [3℄ ontains all the ats from MDC alongwith request , promise and refuse.3.4 Dialogue strategyOne the protool has determined the set of legal moves available to an agent,the strategy selets one move from that set. For the moves we have here, we anidentify a number of strategies whih reet broad lasses of agent types:3 As in [14℄, an argument for an intention is essentially a plan for ahieving it, soallowing p would invalidate this plan.



12 Leila Amgoud and Simon Parsons{ Agreeable: aept whenever possible.{ Disagreeable: only aept when no reason not to.{ Open-minded: only hallenge when neessary.{ Argumentative: hallenge whenever possible.{ Elephant's Child [8℄: question whenever possible.Although we have termed these \strategies" eah is only a partial de�nition ofS|a full de�nition would have to take into aount the nature of the previousmove and hene the overall protool for the dialogue. For example, the agreeablestrategy de�nes how to respond to assert(p) when the agent does not havean argument against p. If the agent does have an argument, then a ompletestrategy would have to hoose between assert(:p) and hallenge(p). More workis required to de�ne suh omplete strategies, and to work out the interationbetween the strategies and rationality rules and their impat, and one approahto this is explored in [15℄.The hoie of strategy an have a big impat on the properties of the di-alogue, espeially on those related to length and termination. For example, asdisussed below agents using the Elephant's Child strategy an ause a dialogueto spiral into an endless round of questions, while an argumentative agent hasthe potential to prolong any dialogue by onstantly requiring other agents toassert arguments unneessarily. Some initial work on this question is reportedin [15℄ showing that termination is guaranteed in some kinds of dialogue usinga subset of the dialogue moves disussed here.3.5 PropertiesConsider dialogues whih start with one agent asserting some proposition (atypial start for dialogues whih involve one agent trying to persuade anotherof the truth of a proposition). For suh assertion-led dialogues we have [2℄4 thefollowing:Theorem 12. Given two agents P and C , equipped with argumentation systemsASP and ASC respetively, whih hold an assertion-led dialogue using the set ofdialogue ats MDC in whih P moves �rst, then if S is the set of all argumentswhih the game an possibly generate,{ 8x 2 S, x is in the set of aeptable arguments of either ASP or ASC ;{ If x 2 S is in the set of aeptable arguments of ASP , it is in the set ofaeptable arguments of ASC .This theorem follows diretly from the de�nition of the rationality onditions ofthe set of dialogue ats. As a result, it extends diretly to M0and M0p :4 In [2℄, the wording of the theorem is in terms of \justi�ed arguments" whih underthe proof theory we use for onstruting arguments (see [2℄ for details) are justthe same as aeptable arguments, and the dialogues, though assertion-led, are notexpliitly stated as suh.



Agent dialogues with oniting preferenes 13Theorem 13. Given two agents P and C , equipped with argumentation systemsASP and ASC respetively, whih hold an assertion-led dialogue using the set ofdialogue ats M0 or M0p in whih P moves �rst, then if S is the set of allarguments whih the game an possibly generate,{ 8x 2 S, x is in the set of aeptable arguments of either ASP or ASC ;{ If x 2 S is in the set of aeptable arguments of ASP , it is in the set ofaeptable arguments of ASC .These results give us some guarantees about the soundness of the dialogues (theyonly involve arguments that at least one agent �nds aeptable) and about theway the dialogue an terminate (if the dialogue ends with an argument beingaeptable to P , then it is also aeptable to C , so that P an be onsidered tohave \persuaded" C ). They an readily be extended to multi-party dialogues.We an also give results relating to termination (supplementing those in [15℄).For instane:Theorem 14. Given two agents P and C that both use the Elephant's Childstrategy, any dialogue between the two agents using the set of dialogue atsMDC,M0 or M0p will not terminate.Proof. Let us assume that P starts the dialogue. By de�nition P will questionif possible, and sine there are no dialogue onditions in fore at the start of adialogue will do so. The protool allows C to respond with another question, andso, as an Elephant's Child, it will. By the same reasoning, P will then respondwith a question, as will C , and so on. Even with a �nite set of propositionsavailable to them, eah agent an generate an in�nite number of questions, andthe dialogue will never terminate. 2Thus, as we might expet, agents whih follow the Elephant's Child strategyan disrupt dialogues, but the following result seems to suggest that it takes twosuh agents to ause non-termination:Theorem 15. Given two agents P, whih uses the Elephant's Child strategy,and C , any dialogue using the set of dialogue atsMDC an be made to terminateif C hooses appropriate ats.Proof. Consider that P moves �rst, as above issuing a question. For P to beable to issue another question, and so keep the dialogue running, C must issue aquestion or an aept . For this proof it is suÆient to onsider ways in whih Can prevent this happening. Initially, therefore C will respond to the questionwith an assert rather than a question. Considering the dialogue onditions onassert , and those on every legal at that may follow assert , there is no way thatC an follow its assertion with an aept and thus no way that P an foreitself into a position in whih it an question. Similarly, if C starts the dialogue,provided it does not question or hallenge, there is no sequene of moves P anmake in response to C 's initial move (whih with MDC has to be an assert)whih will mean that P is in a position to ask even one question. 2It is urrently an open question whether this latter result translates to M0 andM0p .



14 Leila Amgoud and Simon Parsons�P �C1 :agr ,pri ;min min,min ! :pri2 pri ^ :agr ! :pub pri3 min ! :priTable 1. The knowledge bases for the exampleMove CShP, C, CS :KbP = f:pubg,assert(:pub)i CS :PrefP = ;CS :KbC = ;,CS :PrefC = ;hC, P, CS :KbP = f:pubg,hallenge(:pub)i CS :KbC = ;hP, C, CS :KbP = f:pub, pri , :agr , pri ^ :agr ! :pubgassert(fpri ; :agr , CS :KbC = ;pri ^ :agr ! :pubg)ihC, P, CS :KbP = f:pub, pri , :agr , pri ^ :agr ! :pubgassert(fmin; min ! :prig)i CS :KbC = fmin, min ! :prighP, C, CS :PrefP = f(pri ;min ! :pri)gprefer((pri ;min ! :pri))i CS :PrefC = ;hC, P, CS :KbP = f:pub, pri, :agr , pri ^ :agr ! :pubgprefer((min ! :pri ; pri))i CS :PrefP = f(pri ;min ! :pri)gCS :KbC = fmin, min ! :prigCS :PrefC = f(min ! :pri ;min)gTable 2. The way the ommitment stores hange during the privay dialogue4 An exampleIn this setion we present an example of a persuasion dialogue between twosoftware agents P and C both of whih use the instantiation of our generalframework whih was presented in the previous setion. In this dialogue C isregarded as knowing more about the subjet than P and so C � P.P: Newspapers an't publish the information X.C: Why?P: Beause it's about A's private life and A doesn't agree.C: But A is a minister, and any information onerning a minister is publi.P: I know, but that is less important than the private life of a person.C: No, in politis the oupation is more important than anything else.To handle this dialogue formally, we give the agents the knowledge-bases inTable 1 where agr denotes \A agrees", pri denotes \private", min denotes \Ais a minister", and pub denotes \Newspapers an publish X").This formal dialogue proeeds as in Table 2. The dialogue begins when P



Agent dialogues with oniting preferenes 15presents an argument, A = (fpri , :agr , pri ^ :agr ! :pubg, :pub), in favourof not publishing. That argument is initially aeptable in P's argumentationframework sine it defends itself against the unique underutting argument, B= (fmin, min ! :prig, :pri). Later C gives its preferenes and these onitwith P's. Sine C is regarded as more reliable than P in this domain, P's ar-gumentation framework will �nd that the argument A is not longer aeptablesine in the most preferred ontext (that of agent C ), B is preferred to A.5 ConlusionThis paper makes two main ontributions to the study of inter-agent dialogues.First, it presents a way of handling dialogues between agents with di�erentpreferenes, whih relaxes one of the more restritive onstraints imposed bymuh previous work in this area ([5℄ being an honourable exeption). Seond,it presents both a general framework whih identi�es and de�nes some of theimportant omponents in any agent dialogue, and a detailed desription of aninstantiation of this framework. This work is also novel, going further than pre-vious attempts (inluding the work whih underpins muh of this paper [2, 3℄) inidentifying all the parts of the omputational framework neessary to generatedialogues between agents. We note that it leaves unresolved the way in whih theilloutions we use relate to agent ommuniation languages, and this somethingwe aim to larify in the future.In some respets the work presented here follows on from the dialogial frame-work of Noriega and Sierra [13℄ and the framework for argumentation-basednegotiation of Sierra et al. [17℄. This paper starts at the same high level of ab-stration, but goes into muh greater detail about the preise way in whih theagents arry out the argumentation whih underpins the dialogue. This is notto say that the urrent work subsumes the ideas of dialogial frameworks and,espeially, the related notion of eletroni institutions [6℄. Indeed, relating whatwe have here to the notion of institutions is the subjet of ongoing work.Aknowledgments This work was funded by the EU SLIE Projet (IST-1999-10948). Many thanks to Peter MBurney for helpful omments.Referenes1. L. Amgoud, C. Cayrol, and D. LeBerre. Comparing arguments using prefereneorderings for argument-based reasoning. In Proeedings of the 8th InternationalConferene on Tools with Arti�ial Intelligene, pages 400{403, 1996.2. L. Amgoud, N. Maudet, and S. Parsons. Modelling dialogues using argumentation.In Proeedings of the International Conferene on Multi-Agent Systems, pages 31{38, Boston, MA, 2000.3. L. Amgoud, S. Parsons, and N. Maudet. Arguments, dialogue, and negotiation.In Proeedings of the Fourteenth European Conferene on Arti�ial Intelligene,pages 338{342, Berlin, Germany, 2000.
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